NEW SOLUTION:
Location-based
data sourcing
and customer
intelligence

An advanced marketing
intelligence solution
from DirectMail.com
GeoInsight puts powerful insight and valuable consumer data sources in your hands

GeoInsight™ puts powerful, yet easy-to-use database analytics
directly into your hands. This fast, real-time system allows
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Based on a simple, web-based map interface, GeoInsight™ is composed of:

Draw any shaped target on the map
and get an immediate count of names.
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as lifestyle and purchasing behavior characteristics, GeoInsight
enables you to instantly analyze your markets, customers and prospects,
providing in-depth knowledge and marketing intelligence.

• B
 y combining your existing database with GeoInsight location-based,
data-mining and modeling information you will be able to gain a new level
of selectivity and precision in targeting prospects and engaging existing
customers to increase market share.
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Economize

GeoInsight tool. You can plot with pinpoint accuracy all the way
down to a single rooftop, and gain valuable target audience
insights using profile characteristics.
• D
 evelop direct mail and email models and offers using our
DirectChoice™ national consumer database.
• D
 esign and build database solutions to support even the most
complex national Customer Relationship Marketing (CRM)
program.
• D
 evelop direct response segmentation and testing strategies.
• P
 rovide insightful program or campaign data file audits and
results reports.

To learn more, visit www.directmail.com
or contact a sales representative
at 1-866-284-5816

